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way these men choose to exercommission , in a special way
are speaking Christ's word and th e
of Our Heavenly Father to u<;

UNDERSTANDING THE VOICE OF THE VICAR Of CH
A Commentary on ''Humanae Vitae '
Rev. Joseph T. Mangan, S.J.

"Sons qf Israel, listen to the word of
Yahweh" (Hosea 4/1 ). Hosea in Old
Testament times thus indicated the
fact that God had commissioned the
prophets to voice the word of Yahweh
to His people. Jeremiah did the same
saying, "Then Yahweh put out his
hand and touched my mouth and
said to me: 'There! I am putting my
words into your mouth"' (Jeremiah

1/9).
Comparably Christ in the New Testament also commissioned men with a
special calling in His Church to speak
His word and the Word of His
Heavenly Father to the Peo ple of God.
" I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven; whatever you bind on
earth sahll be bound in heaven; what-

(Father Mangan is Professor of Moral
Theology, St. Mary of the Lake Seminary, Mundelein, lli. This manuscript
was originally published in Chicflgo

Studies, Fall, 1968).
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ever you loose on earth shat
in heaven" (Mt. 16/19, 20
way He expressed the com ;sion to
Peter, the Prince of the A!-to Peter's successors. After 1 Resur·
rection He commissioned a of His
Apostles, and through them eir successors. "As the Father sent .!, so am
I sending you" (John 20/2 I : !ie told
them. And again , "All aut'. >rity in
heaven and on earth has b e, , given to
me. Go, therefore, make di iples of
all nations; . .. teach them " observe
all the commands I gave . u. And
know that I am with you ah· 1ys; yes,
tq the end of time" (Mt. 20/ J :-30).
Today the successors of P !ter and
the other Apostles exercise tnis commission through what is calld "ordi·
nary teaching" which may or may not
be infallible and "extraordina1 y teach·.
ing" which also may or may not be
infallible. Throughout the centuries of
the Church's existence the Po pes and
Bishops under the guidance of ~
Holy Spirit have usually exerc-:sed thiS
commission through ordinary noninfallible teaching. But no matter
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, therefore, the Council Fathc ·•,
II spoke in union with t I .
to the People of God, they iJ
way spoke the word of God •
when Pope Paul Vl speaks t
People of God and to all men c t
will as forma lly and as solemnly
does in the Encyclical, Humanat
he is speaking not as a private
n but as the successot of St.
the Vicar or Christ, and the ·
teacher of the universal
Speaking thus within his comPope Paul in a special way is
God's word to us.
even promised two years ago,
February 12, 1966. in an address
..Marriage, Family and Children,"
be would propose moral norms on
morality only if he were concertain that he was interthe certain will of God to us.
Magisterium of the Church," he
"cannot propose moral norms
it is certain of interpreting the
of God. And to reach this certainty
Church is not dispensed from
and from examining the many
proposed for her considerafrom every part of the world."
Pope Paul has this most imporresponsibility so to teach, whether
.....,,ilulloJe or non-infallible doctrinal
~lent~s. is confirmed by traditional
doctrine and especially by
II in article 25 of the Dogmatic
!'IIJiiUUI'Wn on the Church.
•tters of faith and morals, the Bishops
in the name of Christ and the faithful
to ICCept their teaching and adhere to it
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with a religious assent of soul. This religious
submission of will and mind must be shown
in a special way to the authentic authority
of the Roman Pontiff even when he is not
spe~~king ex cathedra. That is, it must be
shown in such a way that his supreme
magisterium is acknowledged with reverence, and the judgments made by him are
sincerely adhered to, according to hig
m11ni{est mind and will" (emphasis added).

The more to insure that his teaching
would come under the guidance of the
Holy Spirit, Pope Paul made a thorough scientific, historical, sociological,
and doctrinal study. He sought the
help of the People of God of all states
of life and of all relevant scientific
disciplines. Especially he consulted the
Bishops of the Church and during the
Vatican Council he asked them to
submit in writing whatever views they
had on questions of marital morality.
He proceeded with tantali:zing slow
deliberation. He did not want to speak
prematurely. He did not want to speak
in too legalistic a manner. He was
acutely and compassionately aware
that if he had to reaffirm in substance
the traditional teaching of the Church
o n marriage morality, this would mean
Our Heavenly Father is asking many
sacrifices, of many married couples,
especially of the poor, and contrary to
the concrete hopes some had been Jed
to conceive and rely on in recent
years. He was aware that this interpretation of the divine law would not
be received easily by all and that to
many it would appear even impossible
to put into practice.
He wanted to speak in a fatherly,
Christlike way, pastorally rather than
judgmentally, to all the faithful and to
all men of good will. Yet he knew that
to remove the confusion that had
arisen he would have to speak clearly
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without ambiguity what the truth of
God and the will of God really is. He
would not be enacting a merely eccle·
siasticallaw, nor promulgating a merely
papal norm of morality. He would in·
stead be promulgating an authentic au·
thoritative interpretation of the divine
natural law binding on all members of
the Church. Although he would be the
one promulgating this interpretation,
the binding force of the interpretation
would come from the divine natural
law itself. He also knew that he would
not have to rely on philosophical
argumentation alone, but that the Holy
Spirit would be guiding him and
strengthening him in a special way to
make the right interpretation. To this
end he devoted many hours of thought,
study, consultation and prayer. His was
an overpowering responsibility.

THE ENCYCLICAL ITSELF
Pope Paul VI in the Encyclical,
Humanae Vitae, has written a message
of faith regarding the dignity of life,
love, and the human person. In it he
explains and defends conjugal morals
in their integral wholeness. "The problem of birth," he says, "is to be considered in the light of a total vision of
man and of his vocation, not only of
his natural and earthly vocation, but
also of his supernatural and eternal
vocation." Drawing on the positive
insights of Vatican II and of his own
letter of February 12, 1966, he emphasizes the divine, spiritual, and human
personalistic aspects of marriage in the
context of total, joyful love-commitment between husband and wife. He
highlights also the fact that his friendly marital relationship tends of its
nature toward the mutual personal
perfection of the couples very being.
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When he takes up the qt.estion of
contraception, he addresses ·imself to
all the objections which J...rve been
voiced in the past few year. contrary
to the Church's t raditional teaching.
Granted that he has not <esponded
philosophically in depth t • all the
objections, he has conscient.- JSly evaluated all the l'esponsible ins us of the
various experts and prom, ated his
resulting interpretation of e divine
natural law.

Vatican 11 says that su
must be accepted by t1 faithful
according to the Pope's "mar 1..:st mind
and will." Now according LO Pope
Paul's manifest mind and will, the
teaching in Humanae Vita · is clearly
authoritative doctrinal teac(l binding
on all members of the Churc Furthermore, the whole tone
throughout the Encyclical
that he is speaking about ''
is certainly grave. Finally, h explains
that the faithful should a :ept this
teaching" .. . not so much cause of
the reasons adduced but
wcipally
because of the guidance of he Holy
Spirit which is given in a spec 11 way to
the pastors of the Church •' tat they
may clarify the truth" (L Lcyclical,
No. 28).

Actually one's accept.nce of
Humanae Vitae flows gracef.illy and
logically from one's acceptan ·e of the
teaching of Vatican II. We ha., ·· already.
referred to the oft quoted pas;.Jge from
article 25 of The Dogmatic ~.,onstitrr
tion On the Church, which :tys thJI
the Roman Pontiffs teaching must be
accepted, even when he is not speakiJlg
ex cathedra. The Pastoral Co11stituti1Jtl
on the Church in the Modem World

that the members of the Church
undertake me thods of reguprocreation whic.h are found
-•rtl1,v by the teaching author ity
Church in its unfolding of lhc
law" (No. 5 1). Finally, The
on Religious Freedm~
: "In the formation of th•·
, the Christian faithful oug.
to attend to the sacred anl
doctrine of the Church. Tht
is by the will of Christ, the
of the truth. It is her duty to
lwtl'lllrAnr.t> to, and authoritatively
that Truth which is Christ
and also to declare an.i conher authority those principles
moral order which have their
in human nature itself. (No. 14 ).
are only a few of the relevant
indicating how an acceptance
II leads logically to an
of the teaching in Humanae
Others will appear in their
places during the rest of this

CONSIDERATIONS

your own conscience"?
enough one hears or reads
after the Encyclical that in decidWilleth,er to practice contraception
lihat method to use one needs
to follow his own conscience.
it is true that the sincere
of one's conscience here and
in a given situation is the decisive
of the formal morality of the
action contemplated , stilJ this
must be made, according to
n, by " ... a conscience
conformed to the divine law
... submissive toward the
teaching office, which
interprets that law in the

light of the Gospel. That divine law
reveals and protects the integral meaninf of conjugal love, and impels it
towards· a truly human fulfillment"
(Pastoral Constitution on the Church
in the Modem World, $50).
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When the expression, "follow your
own conscience," is used it sometimes
seems to mean in the context, simply
because your conscience tells you to
do it." This meaning of course is based
on false ethics and false theology, and
needs to be corrected. It is based on
exaggerated subjectivism, as the late
John Courtney Murray, S.J ., has aptly
remarked in his commentary on the
Declaration on Religious Freedom,"
.. . the Declaration nowhere lends its
authority to the theory for which the
phrase (freedom of conscience) frequently stands, namely that I have the
right to do what my conscience tells
me to do, simply because my conscience tells me to do it. This is a
perilous theory. Its particular peril is
subjectivism - the notion that, in the
end, it is my conscience,' and not the
objective truth,which determines what
is right or wrong, true or false" (Abbott
footnote 5, p. 679).

"In the depths of his conscience,"
says Vatican 11, " man detects a law
which he does not impose upon himself, but which holds him to obedience ... For man has in his heart a law
written by God. To obey it is the very
dignity of man; according to it he will
be judged ... "(Pastoral Constitution
on the Church in the Modern World,
No. 16). In the Encyclical Pope Paul is
leading us to an awareness of this law
of God written in our hearts. What the
confessor should strive to do, when the
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opportunity presents itself, is to help
the married couple develop a right conscience according to the objective moral
order established by God as the Encyclical directs in article 10. "The tesponsible exercise of parenthood," it continues, "implies, therefore, that
husband and wife recognize fully their
own duties toward God, towards themselves, towards the family and towards
society, in a correct heirarchy of
values."

Has a solidly probably opmwn
developed contrary to the teaching of
Humanae Vitae on the immorality of
contraception? The answer to this
question must be in the negative . As I
see the matter, when a reputable theologian or theologians teach any doctrine
as solidly probably and usable in
practice, the presumption is that they
have solid reasons for their opinion.
This presumption, however, can be removed through scholarly investigation.

If we investigate this presumption,
we investigate what is called intrinsic
probability, the solid basis of extrinsic
probability . In making this investigation
we first consider the opinion under
discussion to determine whether or not
it has solid reasons in its favor when the
opinion is looked at in itself. Then we
must look at the opinion in the light of
the evidence and solid reasons for the
contrary opinion.
If the evidence and solid reasons
make the contrary opinion certain, the
first opinion is recognized as being
without intrinsic probability, which
also means that the presumption in
favor of the reputable theologians'
opinion is removed. That is precisely
what happens when the contrary opinion is the certain teaching of the
universal Magisterium of the Church.
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Surely when the Church's teachq
is non-infallible doctrine a competent
theologian through his scholarly inve.
tigations conceivably might fmd new
evidence not yet considered by the
universal Magisterium. If tlus new m
dence were decisive for hir. it is COIIceivable that he would bt; -orced by
the evidence to withdra\\ his assent
from tht: Church 's speciftt. teachi.n&But recognizing the fallible .1ature of
his own judgment he could • ot legitimately set himself up ~ ar. ;1uthority
competing with that of tt Magister·
ium. He could not, there 1re, legitimately teach his opinion .;s safe in
practice for the faithful.
doctrine COP >Jined in
Humanae Vitae although no· necessar·
ily infallible is the certain tr aching of
the Magisterium. As a matter •·f fact, no
new evidence has been pn .;nted for
any contrary opinion. Con .:quently
there is no foundation to d;:. for any
probable opinion contrary to te teaching of Humanae Vitae an. safe in
practice.
Now,

the

"Good Faith Solution·"?
his administration of the sacm ·ent of
penance the priest frequently ' J S OCC8·
sion to instruct his penitent 1 matters
brought up in the confessic•..al. ~
instruction might be very nec··ssary, if
for example the penitent jud<\ed that
some morally good action ol his was
sinful. On other occasions the confessor
might judge such instruction n£Jt necessary but pastorally salutary. In the
pursuit of his office the .;onfessor
supplies information, helps the penitent
correct an erroneous conscience, leads
him to form a correct conscience.
Whenever he becomes aware of a
deficiency in the penitent's conscientiousjudgments, he will ordina!ily help
the penitent remove the deficiencY·
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will be true also when the deis an erroneous j udgme 1t that
immoral act on is

priest-confessor is an offu.i• '
_,............ of Our Heavenly Fatl
and of the Church. As s.
instruct according to •
doctrines and precepts prop,
wK<n"'"· If the penitent is in
of doubt and asks for clarificatio n
truth, the confessor must giv('
teaching and not his own
judgments. If the peni1ent is in
of confusion, his state n si1nilar
state of do ubt, and the priest
clarify the penitent's understandof the truth according to the

is also possible that the penitent
and in good faith will take a
theological position that is
in the light of certain
doctrine. His state is ordinarily
to be that of a man with
ignorance. Knowledge that
person should have is missing, for
, in the matter we are discussresponsible adult Catholic
know of his obUgation to accept
doctrinal teaching o f Humanae

to

Josef Fuchs, S.J.

Mora/is Generalis, 1965,
"That is usually called an
erroneous conscience whose
of the act to be placed is out
mity with objective truth,
lack of conformity the person
neither knows nor suspects from
factors to be weighed." Noldin
Theologiae Mora/is, Vol. r,
n. 49) gives a slightly different
, ..Ignorance is morally inif it cannot be removed

• 1969

through motdl diligence." Without
asserting that these two defmitio ns arc
irreconcilable, it does seem that they
do not ·say precisely the same thing.

, ',

Were we to follow the definition
given by Fuchs, we could hardly say
that any responsible adult Catholic
would not even suspect that he has
an obligation to accept the teaching
of Humanae Vitae. Following the
definition of Noldin, ho wever, we
would more easily be able to find a
responsible adult Catholic who after
using moral diligence to uncover objective truth, still maintains his position
contrary to the teaching of Humanae
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Evidence from .m any sources points
to the fact that Catholics in their
response to Humanae Vitae fall into
at least four classes: those who accept
the teaching of the Encyclical ; those
who are in doubt and ask for guidance;
those who are simply confused and
don't know what to do; and, finally ,
those who are taking a position contrary to that teaching but presumably
in good faith. With the ftrst three
groups we should try to help them
develop a deepening understanding in
faith of the dignity of life, love, and
the human person in the light of the
Encyclical's teaching. The doubting and
confused we should lead to an acceptance of the Encyclical, even though
they do not see the decisive nature of
the individual argumentation ; for , as
Fuchs says (Op. cit., p. 180), "He who
acts illicitly under doubt, contracts
that species of sin which he feared
to be in the act."
Those who sincerely and in good
faith have taken a position contrary
to the Encyclical merit special concern.
" The case of a conscience invincibly
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erroneous," says Fuchs (Op. cit., p.
185 ), "should be avoided as far as
possible. This is true because it is a
'per accidens' case, an abnormal case,
one whlch contains error. He who does
not sufficiently avoid it is culpable ."
Ordinarily, the priest~o nfessor will
dutifully assist the penitent to remove
the error from his conscientious judgment. But it is also commonly recognized that there are cases in whlch the
priest~nfessor silently will refrain
from trying to remove that error .
Here is the way Holdin (op. cit., Vol.
UI, n. 386) explains the matter:
"The penitent with invincible ignorance
should be corrected, if there is hope of
immediate or eventual benefit, and no real
danger of greater harm resulting. If there is
no hope of benefit from the correction,
ordinarily it should be omitted and the
penitent should be left in good faith. For, of
two evils the lesser is to be tolerated to prevent the formal sin which the penitent
otherwise would commit, since it is foreseen
that the penitent would not accept the confessor's correction.
"Sometimes, however, the penitent must be
corrected, even though no real benefit for
him can be anticipated. This wiU be true as
often as greater evil would follow from the
omission of than from the making of the
correction, as would be the case, if the
ignorance would cause greater harm or public
scandal. An example of this would be that
of the penitent" who because of the confessor's silence in the matter of contraception would defend and teach contraception
as lawful."

The sanction for refusal to accept
the correction presumably would be
denial of absolution. The practical
question today, then is: whether the
confessor has the right to absolve
someone, even if he is in good faith,
who intends to pursue a course of
conduct which the Magisterium of the
Church has authoriatatively declared
gravely prohlbited according to the
divine natural law.
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Before answermg thls question Jet us
Vitae in theory and in
examine the climate in whicl1 this
my
mind he sec -ns to
decision must be made. Accordwg to
the application of "[, o d
the publicized statements .._,r some
so broadly as to practi<., 'ly
reputable theologians, of somP V·.hops,
the binding effect of tl
and of some Joyal and r~>$f ·nsible
mt:eri'um's
o rdinary do· trinal teat
laity, these {llembers o f t' i~hurch
Presupposing the ob;ective tr·
seem to deny or interpn:
Encyclical's teaching, he rna
practice the Encyclical's bin
that
if after mature deliberat,
if in the penitent's jud~
find themselves unable
Encyclical's arguments are 1
that teaching, they should n
sophically decis:ive. Some
subjectively guilty or accuse them·
"authorities" seem to havt.
of formal disobedience to thE
selves up as a competing
. In practice, he says they
whlch, they say, the fai t
follow their conscientious Jecision
mately may choose to fo
feeling obliged to sub r ut their
than that of the Vicar of
t for the approval ot a conRoman Pontiff seems to ,
He is very careful to stress
one thing; they seem to be t•
"the formal authority of the
opposite. Because of this
must not be overrated with
climate, it is obviously mo
,
correct
tp
its
effectiveness." But he
for married couples to mak
..;cpt
and
no
defense
against the opposite
conscientious judgment to
e
teach·
ty,
namely
that the formal
1
in practice live according t <
lll!llorrity of the Magisterium may be
ing of Humanae Vitae.
with regard to its effectiveNowhere does he defend as true
In my judgment, it is ina. •ate and
a Catholic has any obligation to
contrary to the teaching o f .ttican ll
in theory and in practice ordito assert, as some theolc ns nave
non-infallible doctrinal teaching
done, that " It is comm<1 eaching
Magisterium, when his subjective
in the Church that Cath cs may
t does not see the argumentadissent from authoriatat ·, nonoffered as decisive . Practically he
infallible teaching of the r-.• rsterium
to estimate the magisterial
when sufficient reasons fo o doing
in its ordinary teaching as no
than that of a n outstanding
exist." Furthermore, to my ~ Jwledge,
as this article goes to press here has
theologian of the caJiber of
hlmself.
been published no attemp even to
substantiate thls assertion the ogically.
does seem to see a real danger
Nor can I agree completeI)' vith Karl
what he is saying, since he
Rahner, S.J . Ln the Septem' r, 1968,
against what he considers an
issue of Stimmen der Zei (and irr
•~r~~rr"'"ted
conclusion, viz, the conEnglish translation in the NatifJ!IIll
that
the
Church's Magisterium
Catholic Reporter, Septe 1ber !8,
either speak with its hlghest
1968) he has published a q'.iet, car~
infallible authority or simply refully reasoned article expl ·ming hiS
silent. For, if the teachlng is
ideas on the application of " !!• o d faith"
as ordinary non-infallible
judgments to justify the non-;, ;ceptanct
teaching, it would carry no

Linacre (' uarteriY
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more weight than that of a renowned
private theologian, which as such
certainly would have its own positive
value. To my mind, Karl Rahner has
underrated the value of the Magisterium's teaching authority and excessively extended the "good faith"
application.
Another theologian, a friend and
colleague of mine, Father John F.
Dedek (Chicago Studies, Summer
1968, pp. 221-224), with practical
insight, has called attention to the
important distinction between theoretical and evaluative knowledge in
hls analysis of a penitent's situation
today, who although acting contrary
to the teaching of Humanae Vitae may
have an erroneous conscience. I would
like to suggest a nuanced addition to
Father Dedek's analysis, an addition
whlch in fact may be only a nuance
of emphasis.
In applying the distinction to the
present state of the question on contraception, 1 judge that we must consider two levels at whlch the distinction
could be valid : at the philosophical
level of decisive argumentation, and at
the level of magisterial authority whlch
according to Catholic doctrine authentically interprets the divine law with
binding force on all Catholics.

To my mind, the penitent could
have evaluative knowledge of hls obligation to accept in theory and in
practice the teachlng of Humanae
Vitae, although he does not appreciate
as decisive the argumentation offered.
Thls will depend on his proper understanding of his commitment to accept
ordinary non-infallible Catholic doctrine. Before I could accept as valid the
j udgment that a penitent who is acting
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contrary to the Encyclical's teaching
has an invincibly erroneous conscience,
I would want to estimate the matter
at this level of magisterial authority
especiaUy, and not only at the level of
philosophical argumentation.
This would mean that the penitent
who in grave matter is lacking evaluative
knowledge whether habitually or only
actually in the concrete situation is
according to traditional terminology
acting without the sufficient reflection
and therefore without the full consent
of the will requisite for grave sin.

THE PASTORAL ROLE OF
THE PRIEST
One of the primary duties of the
confessor is to achieve and manifest
a Christlike, compassionate understanding of the penitent and his problems of
daily Christian living. One of the
primary duties of the priest-representative of Christ and His Church is to
teach Catholic doctrine clearly and
without ambiguity. One of the primary
duties of the priest with regard to
Humanae Vitae is by word and example to educate the faithful to a proper
understanding and an acceptance of the
Encyclical's teaching. All of these
duties need to be and can be reconciled
with one another.
Some national hierarchies have come
o ut publicly in favor of at least a
"good faith" application to an invincibly erroneous conscience, when
couples after sincere prayerful study
and because of the present acute controversy feel they cannot accept the
Encyclical's teaching. It seems unreal,
then, to argue that for a confessor to
grant absolution to such a penitent,
determined in good faith to continue
acting contrary to Humanae Vitae,
would involve grave scandaL But at the
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same time we can expect the .:onfessor
to manifest his disapproval an give
reasons for it and to make sur that
nothing he says leaves the i a_ :ssion
he is approving the certahJ· illicit
practice. Gradually through c ation
in and outside of the sac
nt of
penance we may be able t •Jd the
faithful to a full understandi
>f their
o bligation to abide by the E1 clical's
teaching.
Pope Paul himself in the
compassionately recognizes
cult practical problems of
and of daily Hving faciJ
couples today. He even me•
" . . . to many the teach.
Church will appear to be eve
ble to observe . . . " {1
No. 20). Following the P
observation, it seems that
fessor may tolerate such a j L
favor of the penitent's cont
of contraceptives without pr
jectively grave sin. Therefore
a couple accepts the teach
may sincerely judge it simp!,;
ble for them to observe in
Again the confessor cannot a
the behavior and he must ex
the reason he is giving abs.
their sincere judgment of is
observance.
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deciding to liberalize existing
laws or to legalize abortion
it would be useful and
to study what has been the
and the effect in countries and
that have had ac tual experience
liberal laws or easy abortion.

shall begin our investigation with
because this country has had
an unique and unusual experilegalized abortion for purposes
trolling population.

the mid-nineteenth century, Japan,
of four islands, was basicaUy
agricultural country with little or
industry and had approximately
million people. During this parIn both the above cases, l ~ "good
period , there was only a limited
faith" situation hopefully wi be only
in population because of a
temporary, that is, until the ;lucati~
infant mortality, artificial abortion
process can enlighten aU the· faithful
a type of infanticide. However,
a national program, geared
to abide by the teaching of ,;umaWJt
Vitae. If we do not put n strong •••r•rt. industrial and military growth ,
education for all children
emphasis on the duty to cad tbe
faithful to an acceptance of the
prohibiting infanticide and aborthe population increased, in fifty
EncycHcal's teaching, the Bisl ops an~
priests by their silence, if not by theu
guidance, may lead the faj· hful to
ignore the voice of the Vicar rJ •lllonsil!.nc)r Harrington is ViceChrist, and therefore to igrore tht
for the Archdiocese of
word of Christ in to day's work!.

, ) 969

years, to fifty million. Japan, victorious
in wars with China and Russia, became
a leading power in the world in the
early part of the present century and,
with this upgrading, came an increase
in population up to and beyond
seventy million.
Between the First and Second World
Wars, there was pressure put o n the
national government to curb the population increase but the conservatives,
who controUed the government and
who were primarily interested in becoming a strong military power, refused
to adopt any program of contraception. In fact, Margaret Sanger was not
even allowed to visit the country.
After being defeated in the Pacific
War of 1941-1945, Japan lost Manchuria, Korea and Formosa and, with
the return of the soldiers and repatriated citizens, there were eighty million
people on the original four islands.
This amounted to one half the population of the United States but it was
crowded into one twenty-fifth of the
area of the United States. Population
restriction was considered urgent.
In 1948, the Diet passed the notorious mother-pro tection law, entitled the
Eugenic Protection law, which allowed
abortion even for economic reasons.
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